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There are many stories from the 2009 
Tour de France. The one about the 
winner’s trials and tribulations with a 
team-mate dominated the headlines.

Alberto Contador was definitely 
the strongest in the race, but was he 
the most powerful in the peloton?
The Boss was back! And Lance  
made sure his presence was noted…

second 1st
Congratulations

Alberto’s

Were it not for 0.22 of a second, Lance Armstrong 
would have been back in the maillot jaune of the 
Tour de France three editions and four stages after 
he officially retired from racing. Technically, he was 
not the captain of Astana, but the Texan was the best 
placed of the dominant formation after it blitzed the 
field in the team time trial on the fourth day of 
racing in the 2009 edition. “I wanted to be one of the 
strongest in the race,” he declared in Montpellier.

“I think that I am. I may not be strong enough to 
win but I think somebody on this team will.

“I know the race and I understand what it’s all 
about… Sometimes it pays to be old and experienced 
and not young and strong.”

He is a master tactician and a phenomenal cyclist 
who can beat some of his rivals even before they get 
on their bike. Lance has the ability to make someone 
feel welcome or intimidated, depending on how they 
fit into his world. Throughout his 11th start in the 
Tour, the seven-time champion was complimentary 
of the winner from 2007 – his Spanish colleague, 
Alberto Contador. When they collaborated, the effect 
was immediately apparent. Before the start of the 
team time trial he told his troops: “It doesn’t matter if 
we win but it’s important that we take minutes out of 
guys like Evans and Sastre and Menchov.” 

They did exactly that but Armstrong could not 
match Contador when he decided it was time to fly.PHOTOS: Graham Watson x 2 >>
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The Tour of 2009 was entirely different to the three previous 
editions. They were won by an American and three Spaniards, 
but only the Europeans would be remembered as champions. 
Of course, the name of the original winner of 2006 was later 
removed from the history books and Oscar Pereiro elevated in 
the rankings from second to first place. In other words, there 
was suspense all the way to Paris (and onward to the law courts), 
just as there was in following years. That’s the dream of the 
organisers: to have a deserving winner but not one that controls 
the race from beginning to end. It steals the excitement.

From the outset of the 96th Tour, however, it was clear that 
one man had all the elements required to claim the title. 

Alberto Contador was a rider in control. He knew that he 
could win, as he had done the last time he was allowed to start 
the race. He can out-climb anyone who pedals a bike and his 
time trial has improved to such an extent that only the Swiss 
rider who, a few months later, would win his third world title 
in the discipline could go faster than the Spaniard. 

To top it all off, the second rider to win the Tour after the 
years of Armstrong’s domination was part of the strongest 
team in the world that – by pure coincidence – also happened 
to sign the Texan himself. Apparently, so the story began when 
Lance announced his return to racing in September 2008, he 
was also offering Astana his services for free. All he wanted 
was to get back on the bike and be part of a competitive 
environment. He’d become bored with being yet another 
superstar talking about the glory days. As Bruce Springsteen 
puts it, “they pass you by in the wink of a young girl’s eye”.

“Well, time slips away and leaves you with nothing mister.” 
Or so the song goes. With that knowledge, and after having 
seen riders appraised as lesser men claim the title, The Boss – 
Lance, not Bruce – opted to start training and hook up with his 
old buddy Johan to prove a point: old, wise and ambitious is 
just as good as young, strong and capable.

Johan Bruyneel had guided Armstrong to seven Tour titles 
and, after a year without a victory, he conceded that it was no 
longer fun. He too announced his intention to retire. But why 
would you retreat to the sofa and a fridge full of beers when a 
conglomerate of companies from an oil-rich nation was offering 
an opportunity to get back in the driver’s seat? It helped that 
Astana, the team named after Kazakhstan’s capital and backed 
by gas, mining and other companies from Eurasia, could throw 
significant sums of money at the mercenary Belgian who had 
recently released his biography, We Might as Well Win.

Lance earned his nickname on the bike and off it. He was 
The Boss of the bunch – or cycling itself – but The Manager is 
Bruyneel. After a one-year hiatus, when he did attend the Tour 
but was seen scaling a fence into the zone technique after the 
16th stage to Jaussiers because he had no credentials, he was 
back in the thick of things. Only this time, he had extra chores. 
The first priority was to win the race. And from the moment 
the route for 2009 was announced, he knew victory was 
possible. On paper, he had the strongest line-up of the 20 teams 
invited. Astana was now welcome back at the world’s biggest 
race and this time it didn’t have only one rider capable of 
winning. There were two on the roster who had done that 
before. For Bruyneel it wasn’t a case of, we might as well… 
rather, we have to win. The trick was to figure out how he 
could turn favouritism into first place and how to manage a 
strong Spaniard and an experienced American so that the best 
result was achieved. n Rob ARnold

The Three legendary directeurs sportif of The 20Th cenTury 
are Cyrille Guimard, José Miguel Echavarri and Marcel Bidot. 
Guimard was only 30 when he led Lucien van Impe to win the 
1976 Tour de France. He was also the tactician behind four of 
Bernard Hinault’s five wins and the Frenchman continued his 
run with Laurent Fignon in 1983 and 1984 to collect a total of 
seven yellow jerseys. Spaniard Echavarri scored six: the first 
with Pedro Delgado and five consecutive successes with Miguel 
Indurain. The third man of note is Bidot who was the boss of 
the French national team and also a six-time winner with 
Louison Bobet (1953, 1954 and 1955), Roger Walkowiak 
(1956) and Jacques Anquetil (1961 and 1962) in a period when 
the Tour was contested by national and regional teams.

Bruyneel missed out on the win only once. In 2006, after 
Armstrong’s first retirement, he couldn’t make a champion of 
Yaroslav Popovych, Paolo Savoldelli or George Hincapie. The 
man in the number-one dossard was Lance’s former domestique, 
the Portuguese rider José Azevedo. He had finished fifth before, 
but that year numbers were distributed in alphabetical order. 
Leadership would sort itself out. The Belgian manager no longer 
had a stand-out contender due, in part, to the departure of 
Floyd Landis to Phonak a year earlier. Bruyneel still wonders 
how the American tested positive that year. 

“I don’t know what went wrong for him,” he commented 
about the testosterone result that cost him the title. “With us at 
US Postal, there was never a problem at the doping controls.” 
In fact, in the past decade, Bruyneel’s riders have only made the 
headlines because of problems associated with performance-
enhancing drugs after leaving his team: Landis, Tyler Hamilton, 
Roberto Heras, Manuel Beltran… Others have confessed but 
these are the prominent ones who were caught.

TourManaging champions
>>

At the age of 45, with a record of nine wins in his 
10 appearances at the Tour, Johan Bruyneel is 
the most successful directeur sportif in terms of 

victories in the history of the Tour de France. 
Is the man behind two champions of the 

race the most powerful person in cycling?

GC leaders on Mont Ventoux… 
According to the hype leading into 
the race, the title of the 2009 tour 
would not be decided until the much 
anticipated arrival at mont Ventoux 
on the second-last day. the reality 
was that the winner was known; 
Alberto Contador had dictated 
terms during the race and built 
such an advantage that only a fool 
would have bet against him for the 
grand finale. Andy schleck did as he 
promised: he attacked, eight times 
in total, before leading the eventual 
winner of the general classification 
to the summit with the third-best 
rider, lance Armstrong, not far 
behind. in the 20th stage youth 
won over experience but in the 
overall race, the spaniard had 
beaten his rivals well beforehand.

>>
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His teams never failed a doping control but Bruyneel was 
left out of the 2008 Tour after race organiser ASO gave Astana 
a one-year probationary period. The Kazakh consortium had 
believed he was the solution to force the Parisians in power  to 
give it a start anyway. “I was approached to restore Astana’s 
credibility and I think I’ve succeeded,” said Bruyneel this May 
when the team left its bills with the UCI unpaid. Negotiations 
between the governing body, race organisers, Kazakh agents 
and Tailwind Sports meant he could prove himself a winner. 
This would be Bruyneel’s ninth title: seven with Armstrong 
and two with Alberto Contador.

It’s a big achievement for someone who never considered 
such a job would be his destiny. In 1998 he did commentary for 
Eurosport during the Vuelta; he was beginning to believe his 
career in cycling was over because of several injuries. He initially 
thought he would take an active position within the professional 
riders’ union, or organise camps for cyclo-tourists. Shortly after 
the Spanish Grand Tour that year, he received a call from Mark 
Gorski who was the manager of the US Postal team. 

“Lance Armstrong told me that you’d like to become a 
directeur sportif,” the former track champion told him. 

Bruyneel thought it was a joke. Still, he left the meeting 
curiously excited about the prospect and sought to contact the 
rider once he had finished the Vuelta. Armstrong finished 
fourth overall that year in his first three-week race following 
his recovery from cancer. Bruyneel sent him an SMS: “You’ll 
look good next year on the podium of the Tour de France.”

This raises a question about the Armstrong era of 
domination at the Tour. Did the American make Bruyneel a 
success or was it vice-versa? Until then, the Texan was known 
mainly for his ability to win one-day races or short stage races, 
but the Belgian believed he could win the Tour.

With Armstrong, Bruyneel saw the opportunity to achieve 
what he couldn’t throughout his riding career. “I had the mind 
and the heart of a champion but not the engine,” he wrote in 
We Might as Well Win. As a rider, he won two stages of the 
Tour and led the race for a day. The high point of his career 
was the stage from Charleroi to Liège in 1995. The start was 

given by King Albert II of Belgium. After a dramatic bout of 
action towards the end of the 203km seventh stage, Bruyneel 
found himself at the front of the race with Miguel Indurain.

Riding for the ONCE team, Bruyneel followed the Spaniard 
for the last 20km of the race. Indurain was on his way to claim 
his fifth consecutive title and he decided to go on the attack 
before the mountains. Bruyneel sat in his slipstream and then 
went past him in the final straight to steal the victory.

He wasn’t a super talent teams courted. In fact, he was quite 
lucky that two audacious cycling promoters gave him the 
opportunity to turn pro at 24. Philippe and Vincent Wathelet, 
brothers who owned a Liège-based team under the name of 
their bank SEFB, signed Bruyneel. Following this they procured 
the services of a rider from the Soviet system: Andreï Tchmil. 
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>> astana: leadinG on eVery leVel… 
Alberto Contador won the spanish time 
trial title a week before the 2009 tour. 
he was second in the opening tt around 
monaco and the fastest rider up the 
beausoleil climb, thus becoming first to 
wear the polka-dot jersey this year.

the spaniard was a key contributor 
to Astana’s win in the team time trial 
of stage four (above) and, at the start 
of the race at least, shared his thoughts 
with lance Armstrong. during stage two 
it seems that he is suggesting that the 
best way to win the race is to twist the 
throttle and see who survives (below).

PHOTO: Graham Watson

PHOTO: Yuzuru Sunada
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W e  s t a r t e d  W i t h  t h e  f r a m e .

For most masterpieces, a canvas is the starting point, but in the Oppy’s case it was the frame.  

An exclusively Australian designed carbon fibre frame. Combining exceptionally strong high 

quality tube-to-tube construction with unique aerodynamic shaping, the 2010 Oppy frame  

has been created to deliver superior all round riding performance. It’s a work of real artistry.
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Two decades later these two former riders are managing two 
of the world’s richest cycling organisations, Astana and Katusha, 
with funding from Eastern Europe. Both were warmly 
welcomed at the 2009 Tour by Vincent Wathelet, now a TV 
producer based in Monaco and the man behind the prestigious 
start in the rich principality.

As a rider, Bruyneel was known for his cordiality, his ability 
to communicate well and his capacity to speak a number of 
languages. This was useful when he moved from Belgian teams 
to ONCE, one of the super teams of the 1990s. 

The son of a jeweller and clock maker in Izegem, Bruyneel 
graduated in marketing and in addition to his native language 
Flemish, he was fluent in English, French, German and Spanish. 
At ONCE he worked not only as a rider but also as a translator; 
his team boss Manolo Saiz only spoke Spanish. “Sometimes he 
was a rebel,” remembered his former team-mate Laurent 
Jalabert. “He didn’t always accept Manolo’s tactical decisions, 
whilst I was more manageable. When he had to ride for the 
team, he sacrificed himself completely.”

Fragile and often injured, his nickname was ‘Achilles’ 
because of frequent tendonitis and also in reference to a former 
Belgian champion called Achiel Bruneel. Johan became the 
winner of what was the fastest stage at the Tour for six years 
after he imposed himself for the first time with the help of a 
tailwind at the end of stage six in 1993.

Bruyneel learnt a lot from Saiz in the way he manages his 
team. “He must have found it difficult to see his pupil winning 
the Tour every year immediately after he stopped racing,” said 
Jalabert about Saiz. “He never managed to win it himself.” 

The chance for Johan Bruyneel To sign alBerTo conTador 
came about because of a strange sequence of events. The rider 
had been part of Saiz’s ONCE and Liberty Seguros teams, and 
he raced the 2005 Tour de France in the service of Roberto 
Heras. The climbing specialist had won the Vuelta three times 
already – in 2000 with Kelme, 2003 with US Postal and 2004 
with Liberty Seguros – but he finished 45th overall in his last 
appearance in the French race before becoming the first rider 

to lose the title of a Grand Tour because of a positive doping 
control. Heras’ young domestique was 31st in what was meant 
to be Lance Armstrong’s final professional race.

Heras would win, then lose the Vuelta in September 2005. 
And Saiz’s days as a manager ended when he was arrested on 
23 May 2006 at the beginning of an investigation that became 
known as Operaciòn Puerto. In the meantime, Liberty Seguros 
had recruited the third-place finisher from the 2003 Tour, the 
spirited Kazakh Alexandre Vinokourov. And it was thanks to 
him that the team was able to gain backing from sponsors of a 
makeshift squad with the title of Astana. 

Nine riders, including ‘Vino’ and Contador, were presented 
to the public on the Thursday before the 2006 Tour de France, 
but they would never compete. Five were apparently implicated 
in Operaciòn Puerto, including the future two-time champion 
(who was later cleared of any association). That left just four 
men from the original line-up but Vinokourov, Carlos Barredo, 
Andrey Kashechkin and Luis Leon Sanchez could not start as 
rules stipulated that at least six were required to form a team.

This incarnation of Astana did finish the season. At the 
Vuelta, Vino and ‘Kash’ were first and third, respectively. 
However, the entire management was replaced in time for the 
2007 season. Marc Biver, an ex-race promoter, was recruited 
and it was his responsibility to restore credibility in the squad. 

When Vino (and, soon after, Kash) failed controls for blood 
transfusions, Astana’s reputation was in tatters. 

>>

>>

Finest CyClist oF his Generation… 
With victories in stage four, 15 and 18 — 
the team time trial in montpellier, atop 
the climb to Verbier and the individual 
tt around lake Annecy — Contador had 
proven that he was the most complete 
rider, and not just on the dominant 
Astana team but in the entire peloton.

he took the yellow jersey after 
victory on the swiss mountain and 
defended it with panache through to 
Paris. For the 17th stage (above), plans 
had been hatched to try and improve 
Armstrong’s chance of finishing second 
overall but when Contador attacked on 
the Col de la Colombière the texan was 
unable to respond… he lost 2:18 to the 
first three at le Grand bornand — Fränk 
schleck, Contador and Andy schleck.

Astana had the power to completely 
control the peloton. levi leipheimer 
abandoned because of injuries sustained 
in a crash but they still had guys like 
haimar zubeldia and Andreas Klöden to 
set the tempo (below left).

PHOTOS: Graham Watson x 2

PHOTO: Yuzuru Sunada
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Vino’s positive was announced after he had won two stages 
of the Tour and the entire team was sent packing. This is what 
triggered ASO to omit the team in 2008. By then Bruyneel had 
replaced Biver as manager but the damage to the race’s 
reputation was done. The organisers didn’t capitulate.

Even with the team’s history, Bruyneel’s career is considered 
a success story. It is indeed the opposite to that of Saiz.

he was friendly and cordial as a rider, BuT Bruyneel adopTed 
Saiz’s chilly and distant demeanour as a manager. Benoît 
Joachim, who turned pro with US Postal in 1999, remembers 
him at the beginning of his career. “He took care of all of his 
riders,” the Luxemburger said in an interview with L’Equipe. 
“He’d found an apartment for many of us to use in Spain and 
invited us for a barbecue at his house near Madrid. He would 
regularly give us a call. Now, you can leave 10 messages for him 
and he might not return any.” Joachim believed Armstrong’s 
success explains Bruyneel’s change of attitude. “Since 2000, 
[Lance] has become the only rider that counts for him.”

In fact, when he took over Astana in 2008, Bruyneel didn’t 
follow many of the races. He was mainly a manager running 
the business and handed the control to French directeur sportif 
Alain Gallopin. Johan only came back to his real job when 
Armstrong returned to racing and admitted: “I didn’t feel the 
passion as much as behind Armstrong.” 

According to Joachim, there’s no doubt: “Business is the 
origin of their friendship.” This bond helps to explain why 
Bruyneel favoured Armstrong rather than Contador on many 
occasions during the 2009 Tour de France. He did, however, 
maintain his tactical prowess to ensure that the Spaniard was 
given all opportunities to secure a victory for the team. 

Bruyneel was unsure of the 38-year-old’s ability to take the 
overall win; Armstrong only recently returned from a three-year 
hiatus. And essentially, he wanted the winner to be… Bruyneel. 
“I am the captain of the team”, he stated often when asked 
whether Contador or Armstrong was the leader of Astana.

In the foreward of We Might As Well Win, Armstrong wrote: 
“Without Johan, I wouldn’t have won any Tour de France.” 

Still, the question remains: who made whom? Who was the 
master tactician during Lance’s glory days? Bruyneel or 
Armstrong himself? Former US Postal rider Frankie Andreu 
had his take: “It was 50-50.” Bruyneel relinquished part of his 
tactical power to other advisors of Armstrong when he allowed 
Dr Michele Ferrari to talk directly to the rider via the earpiece 
and a mobile phone connection in the team car. That happened, 
according to Ferrari, in 2000, the day after Armstrong gave the 
stage win on Mont Ventoux to Marco Pantani.

“Johan is the king of the earpiece,” said Joachim. “A hobby 
of his is to listen to the other teams.” This is part of the Saiz 
legacy. The Spaniard was known to pirate the frequencies of 
the other teams in the mid-1990s. So it’s no surprise that the 
leader of the campaign against experimenting with the ban of 
earpieces at this year’s Tour was none other than Bruyneel.

A famous act of complicity between the manager and his 
rider occurred at the Tour in 2001. During this race the two of 
them utilised tricks that modern technology allowed in order 
to fool their adversaries. Early in the stage to Alpe d’Huez, 
Armstrong feigned a moment of weakness on the Col du 
Glandon. Bruyneel informed his US Postal riders via radio that 
Lance was in “great difficulty”. The team knew this message 
was coded; they knew other teams, including Jan Ullrich’s 

Telekom squad, were listening to the same frequency. The 
German team’s directeur sportif Rudy Pévenage immediately 
fell for Bruyneel’s trap. He was convinced Armstrong was 
suffering and consequently instructed his domestiques to set a 
high tempo at the front of the group. This order was carried 
out with the intention of making the Texan suffer even more. 
He knew Pévenage was also watching France Télévision’s live 
coverage in his car, so Bruyneel declared to the roving reporter 
on the motorbike: “Lance is not well.” It was absolutely false. 

The Texan was at the back of an elite selection. He did look 
like he was suffering; he was in on the act and milking it for all 
it was worth. He let gaps open, then accelerated back to the 
group that was being led by his one-time collaborator and a 
man who, years later, would once again become part of 
Armstrong’s armada of supporters, Kevin Livingston. At the 
time he raced with Telekom and obeyed Pévenage’s demands.

But it was all part of a wonderful charade. At the foot of 
Alpe d’Huez, Armstrong attacked and Ullrich lost the Tour.

“Bruyneel’s best quality is to be a liar,” said Joachim. “He 
knows how to manipulate the media, he anticipates everything.” 
He’s respected at the UCI because of a long-term association 
between Armstrong and [former president] Hein Verbruggen. 
Saiz was another who liked to be on good terms with cycling’s 
governing body and lobby for teams to get a share of television 
rights which are all pocketed by race organisers these days.

Bruyneel is a man of power, not only a tactician behind the 
champions. He won the battle of the earpieces, which were 
meant to have been omitted for two stages in 2009 but, because 
of a protest led by Astana’s manager, this only happened once. 
They were reintroduced for stage 13. This could also be seen as 
revenge for ASO having left Bruyneel’s team out of the 2008 
edition. Radio communication with riders isn’t enough for team 
managers to express their power. Bruyneel and co still can make 
more money from bike races. Winning the Tour de France nine 
times out of 10 doesn’t satisfy him totally; there’s a lot more to 
the boss of the team than that. n JeAn-FRAnçois Quenet
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team machine SLR01
The new Team Machine SLR01 
provides the perfect balance between 
handling comfort, rigidity, safety and 
light weight. 

The Tuned Compliance Concept TCC 
at the rear triangle, seat post and 
fork gives the SLR01 the required 
vertical flexibility - making for the most 
comfortable cycling experience you’ve 
ever had. 

The rigid bottom bracket ensures direct 
transmission of force from the pedal to 
the road - uncompromising propulsion. 

The rigid front end area and the 
muscular fork allow the bike to be 
handled precisely. Rigidity and low-
vibration give you accurate control over 
deceleration and ensure your safety 
when riding in any situation.
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>>

the ChaMpion & his winninG teaM… 
Just as discovery Channel did in its last 
year at the tour, the Astana squad won 
the team classification in 2009. the 
people involved were (from left to right): 
Gregory Rast, Alain Gallopin, Viatcheslav 
ekimov, Yaroslav Popovych, haimar 
zubeldia, lance Armstrong, Andreas 
Klöden, Alberto Contador, dmitriy 
muravyev, sergio Paulinho, dirk demol 
and Johan bruyneel. the majority of this 
group — with the notable exception of the 
rider in the yellow jersey — will make the 
move to the new Protour outfit set up by 
Armstrong, Radioshack.

exaCtly who is really the boss…? 
Johan bruyneel is happy to be back in 
the driver’s seat of the team car now 
that lance has returned to the peloton. 
the duties of directeur sportif had been 
largely handed over to Alain Gallopin but 
the Frenchman was assigned to the back 
seat during the 2009 tour (above).

in stage six, when Fabian Cancellara 
was in the overall lead, Contador and 
Armstrong still seemed happy… And 
they were willing to lead their Astana 
team by example (top left). 

PHOTOS: Graham Watson x 3

PHOTO: Yuzuru Sunada
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